**Absinth Beetle**

Absinth Beetle is a very unique absinthe drink containing 35 mg of THUJONE. Great mixture of herbal extracts creates an extraordinary product with unique wormwood taste. Each bottle of Absinth Beetle contains giant beetle Eurycantha horrida also known as Spiny Devil Walkingstick. Its magic shape without a doubt expresses the product’s mystery. Absinth Beetle is REAL absinthe containing no chemical additives or colourants. Launched in few selected stores in Prague, this absinthe with bug was sold out in minutes! Absinth Beetle is a Limited Edition Absinthe available from Absinthe Original only! Alcohol by volume: 70%; Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz); Thujone: 35 mg/kg. All orders are shipped by priority airmail - usually 2 to 3 days to all European destinations, 5 to 7 days to the USA and Canada.

**Did you know...?**

Though fortified with a formidable measure of alcohol, a depressant, absinthe is also infused with powerful herbal stimulants, creating a psychic tug of war in the mind of the imbiber. Alcohol relaxes inhibitions and invites in new ideas, and the stimulants allow you to logically process the new data. Foremost of the stimulants is thujone, the psychoactive chemical at the heart of the herb wormwood, which, along with anisette, gives absinthe its bitter, black liquorish taste. While once thought to instigate similar reactions as marijuana’s THC, recent research suggests it modulates the neurotransmitter GABAA, which plays a vital role in cognitive thought. Subsequently, absinthe provides a level of clarity not usually associated with alcoholic drinks.

84.98 GBP
Absinthe Original

Absinth King

Developed from an original Swiss absinthe recipe, Absinth King is also free of colorings and preservatives. All the essential ingredients and herbs are carefully selected and processed to ensure the unique taste of Absinthe. The delicate process of maceration continues with the presence of herbs (the main one being wormwood) in the bottle. Absinth King of Spirits contains 10 mg/kg of thujone. Absinth King is very rich in its herbal content so drinking it neat is NOT recommended. It is also quite bitter. Alcohol by volume: 70% Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz) Thujone: 10 mg/kg Thanks to the European Community absinthe production is legalized once again and the Green Fairy experiences a true revival. Buy Absinth King today and you will receive your absinthe drink with a 100% delivery guarantee! No custom hassle or any other problems you have to be worried about.

Did you know...?

Manet, Rimbaud, Jarry, Van Gogh, Gauguin, Degas, Toulouse-Lautrec and Picasso were all heavy users, and if asked, they would tell you they needed the narcotic properties of absinthe to get out of their head enough to render art that had never even been thought of by more conventional artists. Lautrec carried his supply in a hollow cane, Jarry paid homage by painting himself green, Verlaine's presumptuous manner of saying hello became, "I take sugar with it!"

64.95 GBP

Absinthe Couperose

Absinthe Couperose is our first red absinthe. Different quantities of herbs added during maceration give a very distinctive bitter flavour to this unique red Absinthe. Absinthe Couperose stands for youth, strenght and singularity. This absinthe is due to its red colour and very distinctive flavour more than suitable for absinthe cocktails. However, if you like your drinks strong then you can drink Absinthe Couperose neat. All in all, a more intense experience for those able to handle it. Contains 10 mg/kg of thujone. Alcohol by volume: 60% Bottle size: 50cl (16.91oz) Thujone: 10 mg/kg

Did you know...?

Absinthe, the once much-reviled brew, gained most of its infamy through the manufacture of inferior products during the French Absinthe heyday, when wine supplies dropped dramatically. In the scramble to capitalise on the massive demand for Absinthe, many companies began creating foul 'Absinthe' coloured with Copper Sulphate and with Ammonia added to create the "all-important Louche". Both of these chemicals are highly toxic when ingested...

29.99 GBP
Absinthe Original

Absinthe King Gold

Absinth King of Spirits Gold with 100mg of thujone! New design of the bottle and image reflects its customers’ current modern lifestyle. Naturally, King of Spirits’s exceptional and unmistakable taste, which comes out most distinctly when the drink is served cooled, will not change.

Beware of counterfeit Absinth King Gold products. OriginalAbsinthe.com is the only certified place where you can buy genuine Absinth King of Spirits Gold with the maximum wormwood content.

Absinth King Gold is made according to an original Swiss absinthe recipe and it is free of colorings and preservatives. All the essential ingredients and herbs are carefully selected and processed to ensure the unique taste of strong Absinthe. The delicate process of maceration continues with the presence of herbs (the main one being wormwood) in the bottle. This absinthe gives us a glimpse of what absinthe was like starting its first steps on the road to becoming the most popular drink in France.

This full-bodied hand made absinthe contains 100 mg/kg of thujone! And that is the key. That was why this absinthe is Gold - 100 mg of thujone. Alcohol by volume: 70%Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz)Thujone: 100 mg/kgAbsinth King of Spirits Gold is made the old way from carefully selected herbs. 100mg of thujone makes Absinth King of Spirits Gold as strong as the legitimate, real Absinthes of the 19th century. It is very rich in its herbal content so drinking Absinth King Gold neat is NOT recommended. Order yours today and you will receive your bottle of Absinth King of Spirits Gold with a 100% delivery guarantee! No custom hassle or any other problems you have to be worried about. All orders now processed in 48 hours!

Did you know...?

Foremost of the stimulants is thujone, the psychoactive chemical at the heart of the herb wormwood, which, along with anisette, gives absinthe its bitter, black liquorish taste. While once thought to instigate similar reactions as marijuana’s THC, recent research suggests it modulates the neurotransmitter GABA, which plays a vital role in cognitive thought. Subsequently, absinthe provides a level of clarity not usually associated with alcoholic drinks.

129.99 GBP
Absinthe Original

Absinthe Original is made by craftsmen distillers to a secret 200 year old Swiss absinthe recipe and it is said by connoisseurs to compare with the rarest French cognacs. The complex and distinguished taste is rounded up by a well blended herbal mix with pronounced taste of wormwood and coriander. In its elegant new bottle, this original absinthe looks good, it tastes good, it is good. Only the highest quality ingredients are used in its manufacture and it is guaranteed to be free of artificial colourants and chemicals. Absinthe Original contains many herbal extracts including angelica, aniseed, fennel, hyssop, juniper, nutmeg and wormwood (which contains the neurotoxin thujone).

Absinthe Original's fine deep olive green color occurs as a result of its natural ingredients with no artificial colorings added. This also explains why the color may appear slightly different from one bottle to the next. Absinthe Original may also change color over time. This is what makes our absinthe the most authentic and desired brand in the market. In fact, these subtle variations in color have always been considered the hallmark of high-quality, genuine Absinthe and in the Belle Epoque period it actually distinguished a genuine Absinthe from an imitation or artificially colored products. Always drink absinthe well chilled either with a little sugar and water or as a base for your favourite absinthe drink. Either way, La Boheme Absinthe Original is one of life's great pleasures. Alcohol by volume: 70%Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz)Thujone: 15 mg/kgAbsinthe is culture, absinthe is history and absinthe is lifestyle. Buy absinthe today from our store and you will receive your bottle of Absinthe Original with a 100% delivery guarantee! No custom hassle or any other problems you have to be worried about.

Did you know...?

The medicinal use of wormwood dates back to at least 1600 B.C. The Egyptians used the bitter herb as an antiseptic, a stimulant and tonic, and as a remedy for fevers and menstrual pains. The Greeks prescribed it for jaundice, rheumatism and anemia. The Romans used wormwood to aid digestion, for upset stomach and to cure bad breath. The leaves of the shrub-like perennial were also used to expel intestinal worms, hence its English name.
Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit

Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit, 35mg of thujone. Real absinthe prepared from carefully selected herbs, the main being grand wormwood - also known as grande absinthe, common wormwood or artemisia absinthium - the main herb in the genuine absinthe containing thujone. Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit is made by craftsmen distillers to a secret 200 year old Swiss absinthe recipe and it is said by connoisseurs to compare with the rarest French cognacs.

Every single detail from appearance to finish has been taken into account with a really nice balance of wormwood and fennel. Only the highest quality ingredients are used in its manufacture and it is guaranteed to be free of artificial colourants and chemicals. Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit contains many herbal extracts including angelica, aniseed, fennel, hyssop, juniper, nutmeg and wormwood (which contains the neurotoxin thujone). With a fine olive green color and 35 mg/kg of thujone, Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit offers the connoisseur the genuine Belle Epoque absinthe experience, and makes an impressively prestigious addition to any collection of fine liquors. A fine olive green color of Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit occurs as a result of its natural ingredients with no artificial colorings added. This also explains why the color may appear slightly different from one bottle to the next. Drink it well chilled with a little sugar and water or as a base for your favourite absinthe cocktail. Alcohol by volume: 60%

Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz)

Thujone: 35 mg/kg

Order today and you will receive your Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit with a 100% delivery guarantee! No custom hassle or any other problems you have to be worried about!

Did you know...?

Asides from alcohol, original absinthe contains a number of different psychoactive substances. Among these thujone is of major importance, a substance released by the wormwood plant, known under the name artemisia absinthium. The effects of real absinthe can be mood brightening, stimulating even euphorizing.

£4.98 GBP
Absinthe Original Innocent

Absinthe Original Innocent is also available in this handsomely designed smaller bottle. Despite its pocket size, this absinthe bottle contains 19.5cl (6.594oz) of absinthe fairy which makes it ideal as a gift or a surprise for unique party, either way you can be assured that our Innocent absinthe will get you the best absinthe experience. As well as our other fine absinthe originals, this absinthe drink contains no artificial colorings, additives or preservatives. Absinthe Original Innocent is being distilled using 11 plants, including angelica and grande wormwood. Steeping a mixture of herbs in the distillate produces its natural green colour, the taste of Absinthe Original Innocent is just as original absinthe was meant to be. It accomplishes what many other absinthes are just trying to accomplish. It is a refined combination that makes no attempts at being overly complex just to stand out. Absinthe Innocent is a fine liquor based on fennel, anise and wormwood. These and other herbs give the fabled Fée Verte, or Green Fairy, her grassy color. Our Innocent Absinthe has been created in response to many requests we have had for a wormwood absinthe that is lower in alcohol, is slightly more bitter but which still has all the characteristics that give absinthes their reputation. Due to its lower content of alcohol, Absinthe Innocent is ideal for the first time drinker, for women or as a base in many cocktail recipes. Alcohol by volume: 45%. Bottle size: 19.5cl (6.594oz). Thujone: 35 mg/kg. There are different ways of drinking absinthe, for some suggestions see our absinthe drinks section.

Did you know...?

Absinthe became one of the first liquors to crack the gender barrier, much as the speakeasies did during America’s bout with prohibition. Unlike the established and conservative liquor companies, the young turks of the absinthe trade directed advertising at women. Consequently, absinthe cafes and clubs promoted a level of drinking equality previously unknown in France.

19.95 GBP
Absinthe Original Innocent

Absinthe Innocent is a great absinthe for the first time drinker and due to its lower content of alcohol it is also ideal for women or as a main ingredient in cocktail recipes. Absinthe Original Innocent is a genuine Verte Suisse absinthe liquor, distilled using 11 plants, including angelica and grande wormwood. Steeping a mixture of aromatic plants in the distillate produces its natural green colour. The taste of this real absinthe is just as absinthe was meant to be. It accomplishes what many other absinthes are just trying to accomplish. It is a refined combination that makes no attempts at being overly complex just to stand out. The background herbs dance around the dominant flavors in a delicate and complimentary way. Now, for the first time since 1912, you too can legally partake of absinthe, thanks to the European Union's pointing out a loophole in the U.S. ban. Absinthe Innocent is a fine liquor based on anise, fennel and wormwood. These and other herbs give the fabled Fée Verte, or Green Fairy, her grassy color. When the chlorophyll dies, absinthe turns, like fallen leaves, to a highly prized dark amber hue. Our Innocent Absinthe has been created in response to many requests we have had for a thujone absinthe that is lower in alcohol, is slightly more bitter but which still has all the characteristics that give absinthes their reputation. It is a fine addition to our range of original absinthes.Alcohol by volume: 45%Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz)Thujone: 35 mg/kgWhether you're buying absinthe for yourself, as a gift, or for a unique party, you can be assured that Absinthe Original Innocent will get you the best absinthe experience.

Did you know...?

By the mid-1870s the green hour had become a daily ritual at many of Paris’ 366,000 bars and cafes. From 1875 to 1913 the annual consumption of absinthe per inhabitant in France increased fifteen times, by 1913 drinkers were consuming 10.5 million gallons of absinthe a year. The French referred to this wild era as “the great collective binge”, for it seemed as if the entire nation was drunk on absinthe.

29.98 GBP
Absinthe Verdoyante

Absinthe Verdoyante is a latest addition to our range of fine spirits. It is bitterish, green spirit tasting of aniseed and fennel with extract of wormwood, coriander and a distillate made from herbs and spices. Absinthe Verdoyante stands for tradition and tested quality.

Bohemian absinthe recipes have always meant that less anise is used in local absinthe production, thus Absinthe Verdoyante does not turn milky, or 'louche' when water is added. Contains 10 mg/kg of thujone.

Alcohol by volume: 60%  
Bottle size: 50cl (16.91oz)  
Thujone: 10 mg/kg  
With discreet shipping to the US and other nations, you can order one or more bottles of Absinthe Verdoyante, King Gold, Staroplzenecky, King, or Bitter Spirit, all made with actual wormwood and natural herbs for great flavor. Become an Absinthe expert by purchasing multiple bottles at once to have a tasting party.

Absinthe flavors are subtle and influenced by a variety of factors including herbs, alcohol content, and the brewing process.

Did you know...?

The modern liquor known as absinthe was first produced in the late 18th century in the Val-de-Travers region of Switzerland, where a bounty of wormwood and other alpine herbs grows wild. Pierre Ordinaire, a French doctor, is believed to have invented absinthe in 1792 as a potent patent medicine, although "bon extrait d'absinthe" had been advertised in the region as early as 1769. By the late 1790s, Ordinaire's herbal elixir had already acquired the nickname la fee verte - Green Fairy.

29.99 GBP

Staroplzenecky Absinthe

Hand made ceramic absinthe bottle - collectors item.

This bottle contains Staroplzenecky absinthe, which is a strong alcoholic liquor made with herbal extracts, the main herb being anise, fennel and wormwood (which contains the neurotoxin thujone). An emerald green absinthe with a very distinctive taste.

Manufactured according to the original French absinthe recipe with 64% alcohol and a production method that is in excess of today's required standards. All the essential ingredients are carefully selected and processed to ensure the unique taste of Absinthe. A genuine Czech absinthe product with the original Czech label printed on the bottle.

Alcohol by volume: 64%  
Bottle size: 10cl (3.381oz)  
Thujone: 9 mg/kg

14.99 GBP

Staroplzenecky Absinthe

Staroplzenecky absinthe in a smaller bottle. A popular strong alcoholic liquor made with herbal extracts, the main herb being wormwood. Absinthe is an emerald green drink with a distinctive bitter taste. Staroplzenecky absinthe is manufactured according to the original French absinthe recipe with 64% alc. and a production method that has been improved in excess of today's required standards. All the essential ingredients are carefully selected and processed to ensure the unique taste of Czech Absinthe. This bottle size of Staroplzenecky absinthe also contains 9 mg/kg of thujone.

Alcohol by volume: 64%  
Bottle size: 19.5cl (6.594oz)  
Thujone: 9 mg/kg

15.99 GBP
Staroplženecky Absinthe

A strong alcoholic liquor made with herbal extracts, the main herb being wormwood. An emerald green absinthe with a distinctive taste. Staroplženecky absinthe is manufactured in the Czech Republic according to the original French absinthe recipe with 64% alc. vol. and a production method that has been improved in excess of today's required standards. Absinthe Staroplženecky contains 9 mg/kg of thujone. Alcohol by volume: 64%. Bottle size: 50cl (16.91 oz). Thujone: 9 mg/kg. Order today and you will receive your Staroplženecky Absinthe with a 100% delivery guarantee! No custom hassle or any other problems you have to be worried about because absinthe is not a controlled substance like Marijuana and Cocaine.

Did you know...?

The modern version of absinthe can be traced back to the modest Swiss laboratory of Pierre Ordinaire, a French doctor who'd fled to Switzerland in the wake of the French Revolution. In 1792 he combined local herbs, fennel, wormwood, hyssop and anise among others, in an alcohol base. He prescribed and sold the 136 proof concoction as a cure-all medicinal tonic. It soon garnered the nickname the la Fee Verte (the Green Fairy) due to its translucent hue and the strange effect it had on its imbibers.
Becherovka
Becherovka liquor
Becherovka is a traditional herbal recipe suitable for modern cocktails or a simple aperitif, which has a thoroughbred pedigree. Becherovka was relaunched due to the demand of many existing customers achieving great success throughout London’s fashionable theme bars and chic eateries. Becherovka liquor was created in 1805 at Karlovy Vary (Carlsbad) in the present day Czech Republic. Becherovka is renown as having good medicinal properties with regard to stomach ailments. This delicious and unusual drink is ideal as the main ingredient in cocktails. Its well balanced unforgettable taste can also be appreciated when served neat, especially well chilled. Jan Becher has prepared a great surprise for Becherovka lovers. Becherovka in new packaging has recently started appearing in shops, bars, and restaurants. At the same time, the revamped design of the label is just the first step of a new communication strategy intended to rejuvenate and refresh the overall image of Becherovka - one of the best-known and most popular Czech brands on the alcohol market. Becherovka’s new design and image reflects its customers’ current modern lifestyle. Naturally, Becherovka’s exceptional and unmistakable taste, which comes out most distinctly when the drink is served cooled, will not change. Alcohol by volume: 38%. Bottle size: 70cl (23.67oz)

Beton Cocktail
Red Moon
Magic Sunset

4cl Becherovka
4cl Becherovka
4cl Becherovka

1 cl Lemon juice
15cl Blackcurrant juice
15cl Orange juice

20cl Tonic Water
5cl Soda Water
1cl Grenadine

26.99 GBP
Accessories

**Absinth Gift Box**

This small, beautiful Absinth Gift Set is perfect as a birthday, anniversary or Christmas gift as it contains all to enjoy fine glass of premium absinthe! It is also ideal as a business or corporate holiday gift. The hand crafted wooden box contains one 20cl (6.59oz) bottle of fine Absinthe Innocent containing 35mg of thujone, one beautiful replica absinthe glass, lovely absinthe spoon, box of matches and sugar cubes - everything that you need to enjoy the traditional absinthe ritual. This absinthe gift box is being crafted with attention to every detail and it is definitely perfect, unique gift to be remembered!

Absinthe Original Innocent is being distilled using 11 plants, including angelica and grande wormwood. Steeping a mixture of herbs in the distillate produces its natural green colour, the taste of Absinthe Original Innocent is just as original absinthe was meant to be. It accomplishes what many other absinthes are just trying to accomplish. It is a refined combination that makes no attempts at being overly complex just to stand out. Absinthe Innocent is a fine liquor based on fennel, anise and wormwood. These herbs have been soaked in strong alcohol and water to extract the best flavours and smells. Our Innocent Absinthe has been created in response to many requests we have had for a real, wormwood absinthe that is lower in alcohol, is slightly more bitter but which still has all the characteristics that give absinthes their reputation. Due to its lower content of alcohol, Absinthe Innocent is ideal for the first time drinker, for women or as a base in many absinthe cocktail recipes.

See more pictures of this gift box here: Facebook album

Alcohol by volume: 45%
Bottle size: 20cl (6.954oz)
Thujone: 35 mg/kg
For some drinking suggestions and cocktails see our absinthe recipes section.

74.99 GBP

---

**Absinthe Flask**

This hand made refillable Absinthe Original Flask is perfect for sneaking a quick drink... whether it's absinthe, whisky or vodka... this sleek device can hold five ounces of your favourite drink. These liquor flask sets make great gifts. If given early enough, the flasks can be used during the bachelor party. Or tuck a flask away in your tuxedo for the wedding reception. Some receptions will have a limited bar or no bar, so sometimes you have to bring your party with you for maximum fun.Absinthe flask is made of polished stainless steel which has been laser-welded together. Each highly polished flask is supplied empty in a black presentation box therefore it makes an ideal present for a special friend or why not just spoil yourself? The box also includes a little funnel. The flask is small (9cm in diameter) and has a slim round shape which means it slips easily into your pocket or handbag - no-one will even know it's there! Our absinthe stainless steel round flasks feature a timeless circular design with a sturdy screw-top cap.

Flask size: 15cl (5oz)

12.99 GBP
### Absinthe Fountain

This elegant art deco absinthe fountain has four robinettes (faucets), it is our flagship fountain, not only an accurate reproduction of the classic Belle Epoque absinthe fountain, but the most robust, practical fountain made anywhere. Made from quality stainless steel and brass, this absinthe fountain fully comply with EU food safety standards. It stands a tall 20.25 inches high making this the perfect fountain for slowly dripping ice water over sugar cubes into glasses of absinthe. The handmade plated brass base and mouth blown bowl make this fountain top quality. The clearance from the robinets to the base is 8 inches. We recommend this absinthe fountain without reservation.

- Water capacity 68oz (2 litres)
- Overall height just under 21” (52cm)
- Height under taps 8.6” (22cm)

### Did you know...?

To the absinthe connoisseur, an absinthe fountain is more than just a decorative water dispenser. As all serious absintheurs know, a quality louche cannot be achieved by merely sloshing water into a glass of absinthe; instead, a steady drizzle is required to witness the exquisite transformation of colour and to accomplish the all-important release of essential herbal oils. Although chilled water may be poured slowly from a jug or carafe, absinthe fountains have long served as handy accessories that help to unlock the beauty, power, effects and true taste of great absinthe.

139.99 GBP

### Absinthe Glass Perigord

This heavy molded glass is known as the 'Perigord' absinthe glass. Its sturdy construction makes it ideal for every day use. A fine hand-blown reservoir glass. This piece is identical to antiques now found on the market, and is still made by an original French glassmaker Cristallerie La Rochere, founded in 1475. Each Glass is approximately 6 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

5.99 GBP

### Absinthe Glass Pontarlier

Pontarlier absinthe glass is a fantastic absinthe-tasting and collectable item. A heavy machine-moulded 'Pontarlier' style absinthe glass using the original, recently rediscovered 19th century mould. This glass is a replica of the Pontarlier glass featured in the painting by Charles Maire. The volume is quite large, approximately 30cl - 10 ounces, helping the drinker to appreciate delicate aromas and flavors from the best absinthes without overfilling. We are sure that Pontarlier Glasses will make a fine addition to your bar-ware collection. Each Glass is approximately 6 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Pontarlier glasses are dishwasher safe.

6.99 GBP
## Absinthe Original

### Absinthe Glass Versailles
What better way to enjoy your glass of absinthe than with this pressed absinthe glass from Cristallerie La Rochere of France? This glass is based on an original 19th century design. It is very rugged and suitable for everyday use. Based on an original 19th century original, this absinthe glass is a heavyweight item. Each Glass is approximately 5.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

5.99 GBP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absinthe Glass Versailles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What better way to enjoy your glass of absinthe than with this pressed absinthe glass from Cristallerie La Rochere of France? This glass is based on an original 19th century design. It is very rugged and suitable for everyday use. Based on an original 19th century original, this absinthe glass is a heavyweight item. Each Glass is approximately 5.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.99 GBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Absinthe Glasses
Two of the wonderful heavy based absinthe glasses (9oz/240ml) in a beautiful presentation box.
Absinthe Original glasses add a touch of style to absinthe drinking. Each piece is engraved with exceptional detail, using a technique perfected and developed by skilled Czech craftsmen over many years. The tradition of glass making in the Czech Republic dates back to the Middle Ages and Czech craftsmen are well recognized all over the world for their flawlessly crafted glassware. These elegant absinthe glasses are the perfect way in which to enjoy a glass of fine absinth. The glasses come in a set of 2 - an elegant set to add to your existing glassware collection. Perfect for your bar stock or for everyday use. Glasses are attractively boxed for perfect giving! Each Glass is approximately 3.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

13.99 GBP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absinthe Glasses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Two of the wonderful heavy based absinthe glasses (9oz/240ml) in a beautiful presentation box. Absinthe Original glasses add a touch of style to absinthe drinking. Each piece is engraved with exceptional detail, using a technique perfected and developed by skilled Czech craftsmen over many years. The tradition of glass making in the Czech Republic dates back to the Middle Ages and Czech craftsmen are well recognized all over the world for their flawlessly crafted glassware. These elegant absinthe glasses are the perfect way in which to enjoy a glass of fine absinth. The glasses come in a set of 2 - an elegant set to add to your existing glassware collection. Perfect for your bar stock or for everyday use. Glasses are attractively boxed for perfect giving! Each Glass is approximately 3.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.99 GBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Absinthe Original Gift Set
What a fantastic combination! 70cl bottle of Absinthe Original comes in a luxury gift box with matches, sugar, an absinthe spoon and absinthe glasses - everything needed to enjoy the tradition and ritual surrounding absinthe. Struggling to find that perfect, unique gift? Send this wonderful gift box delivered direct to their door together with your own personal message card. This absinthe gift box with silky finish is not a cheap imitation - handcrafted from the finest quality cardboard with attention to the smallest detail, this luxury gift idea from Absinthe Original is sensational way of showing you care. This complete absinthe set makes great luxury gift that is fit for royalty, whether for a birthday, anniversary or holiday celebration! Absinthe Gift Set is a gift that will be remembered! Absinthe Original gift box is also an ideal corporate gift. It can be either delivered to your company for you to hand out or we can dispatch to the individuals of your choice with your complimentary slip or card enclosed. Alternatively, we can put the message of your choice inside the packs for you on an attractive card.

Size: 12" x 12" x 3"

104.99 GBP

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absinthe Original Gift Set</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>What a fantastic combination! 70cl bottle of Absinthe Original comes in a luxury gift box with matches, sugar, an absinthe spoon and absinthe glasses - everything needed to enjoy the tradition and ritual surrounding absinthe. Struggling to find that perfect, unique gift? Send this wonderful gift box delivered direct to their door together with your own personal message card. This absinthe gift box with silky finish is not a cheap imitation - handcrafted from the finest quality cardboard with attention to the smallest detail, this luxury gift idea from Absinthe Original is sensational way of showing you care. This complete absinthe set makes great luxury gift that is fit for royalty, whether for a birthday, anniversary or holiday celebration! Absinthe Gift Set is a gift that will be remembered! Absinthe Original gift box is also an ideal corporate gift. It can be either delivered to your company for you to hand out or we can dispatch to the individuals of your choice with your complimentary slip or card enclosed. Alternatively, we can put the message of your choice inside the packs for you on an attractive card.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>104.99 GBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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### Absinthe Spoon

Our newest absinthe spoon is a replica of a spoon called Les Cuilleres with a separate sugar cradle in the middle of the handle. Some of the larger absinthe glasses can only be used with this type of spoon. Used for serving absinthe in the time-honoured way these absinthe spoons are made exclusively for La Bohème UK. Absinthe serving instructions:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A perforated absinthe spoon (sometimes very elaborately so) is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

**9.49 GBP**

### Absinthe Spoon

Highly polished Absinthe spoon based on the traditional 19th century design. This absinthe spoon is a high quality reproduction of the very popular Toulouse Lautrec absinthe spoons that were made from quality stainless sheet. French Absinthe ritual:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A sometimes elaborately perforated absinthe spoon is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

Genuine Antique Absinthe (or Absinth) spoons are prized collectibles and hard to find given the long time prohibition on the drink. Our reproductions capture the elegance of a lost age when Absinthe was a part of artistic and social life. Now that absinthe is legal again, you can recreate the opulent feeling of times past with this traditional spoon design.

**6.99 GBP**

### Absinthe Spoon

This absinthe spoon is a chromium plated replica of les fleches. This spoon has been uniquely crafted and commissioned for Absinthe Original to allow absintheurs the ability for traditional absinthe serving, as was done in the 19th century. Buy absinthe spoons and accessories and have them delivered in a few working days directly to your door. Absinthe serving instructions:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A perforated absinthe spoon (sometimes very elaborately so) is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. True absintheurs used to take great care in adding the water, letting it fall drop by single drop onto the sugar cube. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

**5.99 GBP**
Absinthe Original

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe Spoon Keyring</td>
<td>We are the only store to sell this small absinthe spoon designed as keyring. You can carry this small absinthe spoon always with you and never miss the opportunity to prepare the absinthe ritual! This absinthe spoon designed as keyring is also great, small gift often purchased with our absinthe glasses. It sits perfectly on a rim of the glass.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.99 GBP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absinthe T-shirt</td>
<td>Be the envy of your friends in one of our exclusive absinthe T-shirts. Designed especially for La Boheme by the London fashion designer, they are manufactured from the finest cotton and are guaranteed to wash and wash without loosing their good looks. This edition of t-shirts is limited to a few hundred items only. This shirt tends to run one size too small. We recommend ordering the next larger size. Color: black</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>9.99 GBP</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Absinthe Zippo Lighter       | Absinthe Zippo Lighter from Absinthe Original. Perfect for Absinthe Fans and Zippo lighter collectors! Enthusiasts of Zippo lighters will be delighted by this new design that is available only from Absinthe Original. With artwork by artist Kyle Cunningham they are bound to be sort after, so make sure of yours by ordering today. Absinthe Zippo lighter that sports a classic Green Fairy image has been exclusively made for La Boheme. Each highly polished chrome Zippo lighter is supplied in a presentation box. This edition is limited to few hundred items only, so these Absinthe Zippos are short to go fast. Did you know...?

The Zippo was created in Bradford, Pennsylvania by George G. Blaisdell in 1932. After obtaining some designs for an Austrian windproof lighter, he used those to create his own rectangular shaped, windproof lighter with a hinged lid and a windhood for the flame. Fascinated by the recent invention of the zipper in a nearby Pennsylvania town, George loved the sound of the name so decided to call his windproof lighters Zippos. Since the first one was manufactured in 1932, each Zippo has come with a Lifetime Guarantee that guarantees the lighter, or Zippo fixes it for free. Save a few minor changes in the flint wheel and case finishes, the Zippo remains nearly exactly as George Blaisdell created it 74 years ago. The American-made quality and Lifetime Guarantee makes the Zippo lighter a valuable collector's item around the world, with collectors' clubs in England, Italy, Switzerland, Germany, Japan, and of course, the United States. |
|                              |                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      | 29.99 GBP |
**Lady Absinthe Fountain**

A perfect, fully functional exact reproduction of the most famous absinthe fountain style, with four working taps. If you are into Absinthe in a serious way, you need one of these! It is used to drip the water (over sugar usually) into a glass of absinthe from a height to help dissolve the sugar and for a little bar theater. Handmade, mouthblown glass, metallic type plating over brass with four spouts and spigots for up to four glasses of absinthe at one time - showy and eliminates the line at parties. Casting is solid, heavy and decently done. Fit and finish is excellent if not fine, especially considering the price. 8 inches under the spout will accommodate all glasses and still have plenty of fall to dissolve sugar (and look nice).

Please note that this absinthe fountain is shipped carefully packaged and will require some easy assembly. This involves simply connecting the base to the bowl and placing the cover on top.

Water capacity 68oz (2 litres)
Overall height just under 24” (60cm)
Height under taps 12” (31cm)

**Did you know...?**

The proper addition of water to absinthe can not be over stressed. You can certainly add water to your absinthe by using a carafe and many people do. But to get the complete flavor from your drink, you really need an absinthe fountain. The high alcohol concentration of absinthe keeps all of the herbs and spices used in its production suspended in solution. You could say that the herbs are "hidden" or "locked away" inside the undiluted elixir. When the water is added, the alcohol concentration begins to fall and the herbal oils start to precipitate out of the solution. This is how all of the flavor and aroma of the absinthe is enjoyed. The rate at which you add the water will change the taste of the drink drastically. A fast dripped absinthe will taste different than a slow dripped absinthe. The best method to prepare an absinthe is with a very slow drip using the purest, coldest water you can find.

149.99 GBP
Absinthe Fountain

This elegant art deco absinthe fountain has four robinettes (faucets), it is our flagship fountain, not only an accurate reproduction of the classic Belle Epoque absinthe fountain, but the most robust, practical fountain made anywhere. Made from quality stainless steel and brass, this absinthe fountain fully comply with EU food safety standards. It stands a tall 20.25 inches high making this the perfect fountain for slowly dripping ice water over sugar cubes into glasses of absinthe. The handmade plated brass base and mouth blown bowl make this fountain top quality. The clearance from the robinets to the base is 8 inches. We recommend this absinthe fountain without reservation.

Water capacity 68oz (2 litres)
Overall height just under 21" (52cm)
Height under taps 8.6" (22cm)

Did you know...?

To the absinthe connoisseur, an absinthe fountain is more than just a decorative water dispenser. As all serious absintheurs know, a quality louche cannot be achieved by merely sloshing water into a glass of absinthe; instead, a steady drizzle is required to witness the exquisite transformation of colour and to accomplish the all-important release of essential herbal oils. Although chilled water may be poured slowly from a jug or carafe, absinthe fountains have long served as handy accessories that help to unlock the beauty, power, effects and true taste of great absinthe.

139.99 GBP

Absinthe Fountain Replacement Bowl

Glass Replacement Bowl

We are the first Absinthe Liquor Store to offer the Replacement Bowls!

Replacement bowl, also called glass globe for our absinthe metal fountains. Please note that this bowl will only fit the fountains listed on our web site and will not work with 2-spout fountains. This bowl includes the straining system. The top cover, faucet base and fountain stand not included. The bowl is etched with a decorative pattern and Absinthe Original logo. The fountain bowl is shipped carefully packaged and will require some easy assembly.

Please note that there is a limited stock of these glass replacement bowls available.

29.99 GBP
### Lady Absinthe Fountain

A perfect, fully functional exact reproduction of the most famous absinthe fountain style, with four working taps.

If you are into Absinthe in a serious way, you need one of these! It is used to drip the water (over sugar usually) into a glass of absinthe from a height to help dissolve the sugar and for a little bar theater. Handmade, mouthblown glass, metallic type plating over brass with four spouts and spigots for up to four glasses of absinthe at one time - showy and eliminates the line at parties. Casting is solid, heavy and decently done. Fit and finish is excellent if not fine, especially considering the price. 8 inches under the spout will accommodate all glasses and still have plenty of fall to dissolve sugar (and look nice).

Please note that this absinthe fountain is shipped carefully packaged and will require some easy assembly. This involves simply connecting the base to the bowl and placing the cover on top.

- Water capacity 68oz (2 litres)
- Overall height just under 24" (60cm)
- Height under taps 12" (31cm)

### Did you know...

The proper addition of water to absinthe can not be over stressed. You can certainly add water to your absinthe by using a carafe and many people do. But to get the complete flavor from your drink, you really need an absinthe fountain. The high alcohol concentration of absinthe keeps all of the herbs and spices used in its production suspended in solution. You could say that the herbs are "hidden" or "locked away" inside the undiluted elixir. When the water is added, the alcohol concentration begins to fall and the herbal oils start to precipitate out of the solution. This is how all of the flavor and aroma of the absinthe is enjoyed. The rate at which you add the water will change the taste of the drink drastically. A fast dripped absinthe will taste different than a slow dripped absinthe. The best method to prepare an absinthe is with a very slow drip using the purest, coldest water you can find.

149.99 GBP
Absinthe Glass Perigord

This heavy molded glass is known as the 'Perigord' absinthe glass. Its sturdy construction makes it ideal for every day use. A fine hand-blown reservoir glass. This piece is identical to antiques now found on the market, and is still made by an original French glassmaker Cristallerie La Rochere, founded in 1475. Each Glass is approximately 6 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

5.99 GBP

Absinthe Glass Pontarlier

Pontarlier absinthe glass is a fantastic absinthe-tasting and collectable item. A heavy machine-moulded 'Pontarlier' style absinthe glass using the original, recently rediscovered 19th century mould. This glass is a replica of the Pontarlier glass featured in the painting by Charles Maire. The volume is quite large, approximately 30cl - 10 ounces, helping the drinker to appreciate delicate aromas and flavors from the best absinthes without overfilling. We are sure that Pontarlier Glasses will make a fine addition to your bar-ware collection. Each Glass is approximately 6 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Pontarlier glasses are dishwasher safe.

6.99 GBP

Absinthe Glass Versailles

What better way to enjoy your glass of absinthe than with this pressed absinthe glass from Cristallerie La Rochere of France? This glass is based on an original 19th century design. It is very rugged and suitable for every day use. Based on an original 19th century original, this absinthe glass is a heavyweight item. Each Glass is approximately 5.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

5.99 GBP

Absinthe Glasses

Two of the wonderful heavy based absinthe glasses (9oz/240ml) in a beautiful presentation box. Absinthe Original glasses add a touch of style to absinthe drinking. Each piece is engraved with exceptional detail, using a technique perfected and developed by skilled Czech craftsmen over many years. The tradition of glass making in the Czech Republic dates back to the Middle Ages and Czech craftsmen are well recognized all over the world for their flawlessly crafted glassware. These elegant absinthe glasses are the perfect way in which to enjoy a glass of fine absinth. The glasses come in a set of 2 - an elegant set to add to your existing glassware collection. Perfect for your bar stock or for everyday use. Glasses are attractively boxed for perfect giving! Each Glass is approximately 3.5 inches tall and 3 inches in diameter. Dishwasher safe.

13.99 GBP
Absinthe Original

Accessories /-/- Absinthe Spoons

Absinthe Spoon

Our newest absinthe spoon is a replica of a spoon called Les Cuilleres with a separate sugar cradle in the middle of the handle. Some of the larger absinthe glasses can only be used with this type of spoon. Used for serving absinthe in the time-honoured way these absinthe spoons are made exclusively for La Boheme UK. Absinthe serving instructions:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A perforated absinthe spoon (sometimes very elaborately so) is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

9.49 GBP

Absinthe Spoon

Highly polished Absinthe spoon based on the traditional 19th century design. This absinthe spoon is a high quality reproduction of the very popular Toulouse Lautrec absinthe spoons that were made from quality stainless sheet. French Absinthe ritual:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A sometimes elaborately perforated absinthe spoon is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

Genuine Antique Absinthe (or Absinth) spoons are prized collectibles and hard to find given the long time prohibition on the drink. Our reproductions capture the elegance of a lost age when Absinthe was a part of artistic and social life. Now that absinthe is legal again, you can recreate the opulent feeling of times past with this traditional spoon design.

6.99 GBP
## Absinthe Spoon

This absinthe spoon is a chromium plated replica of les fleches. This spoon has been uniquely crafted and commissioned for Absinthe Original to allow absintheurs the ability for traditional absinthe serving, as was done in the 19th century. Buy absinthe spoons and accessories and have them delivered in a few working days directly to your door. Absinthe serving instructions:

First you pour roughly three ounces of absinthe into a heavy parfait-style stemmed absinthe glass. A perforated absinthe spoon (sometimes very elaborately so) is set upon the rim of the glass and on the spoon is placed a cube of sugar. Ice-cold water is ever so slowly dripped from a glass carafe designed specifically for that purpose, onto the cube. The sugar dissolves and you continue pouring until the ratio of absinthe to water is about two to five parts, depending upon your taste and fortitude. True absintheurs used to take great care in adding the water, letting it fall drop by single drop onto the sugar cube. Give the absinthe drink a spin with the spoon and drink like you dripped - slowly.

5.99 GBP

## Absinthe Spoon Keyring

We are the only store to sell this small absinthe spoon designed as keyring.

You can carry this small absinthe spoon always with you and never miss the opportunity to prepare the absinthe ritual!

This absinthe spoon designed as keyring is also great, small gift often purchased with our absinthe glasses. It sits perfectly on a rim of the glass.

5.99 GBP
Absinthe Gift Set 01

NEW, relaunched Absinthe Original special package. In its elegant new bottle, Absinthe Original looks good, it tastes good, it is good. Made by craftsmen distillers in the Czech Republic to our secret 200 year old Swiss recipe, it is said by connoisseurs to compare with the rarest French cognacs. Only the highest quality ingredients are used in its manufacture and it is guaranteed to be free of artificial colourants and chemicals. Order two bottles, save on shipping and we'll give you one of our handsomely designed chromium plated Absinthe spoons as a gift!

Alcohol by volume:
70%

FREE chromium plated Absinthe spoon

Bottle size:
70cl / 700ml

Thujone:
15 mg/kg

103.97 GBP  99.99 GBP
**Absinthe Original**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absinthe Gift Set 02</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>With this unique offer, you'll receive two 700ml bottles of our premium liquor Absinthe Original and one 500ml bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinthe. And as a gift, we'll give you one chromium plated absinthe spoon and 100ml ceramic bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinthe completely FREE of charge saving you more than $50.00. La Boheme Absinthe Original contains 15 mg/kg of thujone. Absinthe Staroplzenecky contains 9 mg/kg of thujone.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alcohol:**
- 64% and 70%vol
- FREE chromium plated Absinthe spoon

**Bottle sizes:**
- 700ml and 500ml
- FREE 100ml bottle of Absinthe

**Thujone:**
- 15 and 9 mg/kg

**199.95 GBP** | **124.99 GBP**
Three 700ml bottles of our original Absinthe available in one gift set. This absinthe set is ideal for parties, celebrations and weddings. Absinthe Original also makes an ideal present for a special friend, we can even include a personalised gift tag with your order. Absinthe Original contains Grand Wormwood - also known as grande absinthe, common wormwood or artemisia absinthium - the main herb in the genuine absinthe. With this original absinthe package, we are giving away one chromium plated Absinthe spoon and one 100ml ceramic bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinthe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Absinthe Gift Set 03</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Three 700ml bottles of our original Absinthe available in one gift set. This absinthe set is ideal for parties, celebrations and weddings. Absinthe Original also makes an ideal present for a special friend, we can even include a personalised gift tag with your order. Absinthe Original contains Grand Wormwood - also known as grande absinthe, common wormwood or artemisia absinthium - the main herb in the genuine absinthe. With this original absinthe package, we are giving away one chromium plated Absinthe spoon and one 100ml ceramic bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinthe.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alcohol:**
- **70%**
  - FREE chromium plated Absinthe spoon

**Bottle size:**
- **70cl / 700ml**
  - FREE 100ml bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinthe

**Thujone:**
- **15 mg/kg**

---

167.95 GBP | 39.95 GBP
Absinthe Gift Set 04

We have combined selection of high quality Czech absinthes available on the market in this very popular absinthe special package. Genuine Absinthe Original in its elegant new 700ml bottle, Absinthe King of Spirits with blend of herbs and last but not least Absinthe King of Spirits Gold with 100 mg/kg of thujone. With these unique three bottles, you’ll receive one of our Absinthe spoons and 100ml ceramic bottle of Staropilzenecky Absinthe completely FREE of charge, both worth over $40.00. La Boheme Absinthe Original now contains 15 mg/kg of thujone. Absinthe King of Spirits contains 10 mg/kg of thujone. Absinthe King of Spirits Gold contains 100 mg/kg of thujone.

Alcohol:
70%vol
FREE Absinthe spoon

Bottle sizes:
700ml
FREE 100ml bottle of Absinthe

Thujone:
10, 15, 100 mg/kg

\[ \text{249.94 GBP} \times 209.98 \text{ GBP} \]
Absinthe Gift Set 05

This set of absinthe bottles offers three different varieties of strong absinthe wormwood liquor. One bottle of strong Absinthe Original with 15mg of thujone, very good quality Absinthe King of Spirits with slightly more bitter taste and sleek 50cl (16.91oz) bottle of Staroplzecky Absinthe. By buying these three absinthe bottles, you'll receive one absinthe spoon and 10cl ceramic bottle of Staroplzecky Absinthe completely FREE of charge, both worth over $40.00. Absinthe Original contains 15mg of thujone. Staroplzecky Absinthe contains 9mg of thujone. Absinthe King of Spirits contains 10mg of thujone.

Alcohol:
64% and 70%vol
FREE Absinthe spoon

Bottle sizes:
500ml and 700ml
FREE 100ml bottle of Absinthe

Thujone:
9, 10 and 15 mg/kg

164.95 GBP (134.99 GBP)
**Absinthe Gift Set 06**

Absinthe t-shirt, an absinthe spoon and absinthe bottle FREE of charge? Without doubt, this must be the best absinthe offer ever! Four bottles of premium Absinthe Original will save you over $60.00!!! You can share with your absinthe minded friends or order for your cool, wild absinthe party and receive our quality black Absinthe T-shirt, one bottle of Staroplzenecky Absinth and beautifully crafted Absinthe spoon, all completely free of charge! Absinthe Original is now distilled according to an improved recipe and contains 15 mg of thujone. Partake in the drink of choice for the French literary establishment. Buy this Absinthe set now and invite Green Fairy to come pass some pleasant hours.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol:</th>
<th>70%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREE chromium plated Absinthe spoon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bottle size:</th>
<th>70cl / 700ml</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREE 100ml bottle of Starplzenecky Absinthe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thujone:</th>
<th>15 mg/kg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FREE Absinthe T-shirt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| 226.93 GBP | 189.98 GBP |
**Absinthe Gift Set 07**

Creme de la Creme of Absinthes in one great Gift set! By buying this absinthe gift set, you'll receive our genuine bestseller Absinthe Original with 70% alcohol, Absinthe King of Spirits Gold with 100 mg of thujone and top of our range of fine liquors, Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit! Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit is absolutely correct to the original absinthe, from its delicate tint, to its refined texture and delightfully aromatic finish. The exquisite taste of this Czech absinthe is incredibly unique, smooth and delicious. Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit offers the absinthe connoisseur the genuine Belle Époque absinthe experience, and makes an impressively prestigious addition to any collection of fine liquors. We invite you to experience the unrivaled quality, tradition and mystique that only Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit can deliver. Absinthe King of Spirits Gold contains 100 mg/kg of thujone. Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit contains 35 mg/kg of thujone. Absinthe Original contains 15 mg/kg of thujone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alcohol:</th>
<th>60 and 70%vol</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FREE</strong></td>
<td>chromium plated Absinthe spoon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Bottle sizes:</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>700ml (23.67oz)</td>
<td><strong>FREE 195ml bottle of Absinthe Innocent</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Thujone:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15, 35 and 100 mg/kg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

259.81 GBP 209.99 GBP
Absinthe Original and Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit special gift set celebrating relaunch of these two popular absinthe products. Both in new elegant bottles, with improved recipes, they simply look good. Both of these absinthes are made by craftsmen distillers in the Czech Republic to our secret 200 year old Swiss recipe. La Bohème original absinthes are crafted directly from select whole herbs, including Grande Wormwood, and never from cheaper assemblages, macerations, extracts or oils. We guarantee that Absinthe Original and Absinthe Original Bitter Spirit contain NO commercial oils, essences, extracts, coloring agents or other non-traditional ingredients. You are saving money on shipping with this special absinthe offer and you’ll receive one handsomely designed chromium plated Absinthe spoon from us as a gift!

Alcohol by volume:
70% and 60% abv.
FREE Absinthe spoon

Bottle size:
70cl / 700ml

Thujone:
15 mg/kg + 35 mg/kg

109.97 GBP        94.99 GBP
Gift Vouchers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>£10.00</td>
<td>Like to give an interesting absinthe gift but not sure just what? Why not let them choose what they want? Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers overcome this problem and suit every special occasion. Simply choose the appropriately valued gift voucher and let the lucky recipient choose their own gift! Our absinthe online Gift Vouchers are delivered to the recipient via email within hours. No delivery delays makes the Absinthe Original Gift Voucher the ideal last minute gift! Learn more about Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£80.00</td>
<td>Like to give an interesting absinthe gift but not sure just what? Why not let them choose what they want? Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers overcome this problem and suit every special occasion. Simply choose the appropriately valued gift voucher and let the lucky recipient choose their own gift! Our absinthe online Gift Vouchers are delivered to the recipient via email within hours. No delivery delays makes the Absinthe Original Gift Voucher the ideal last minute gift! Learn more about Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£50.00</td>
<td>Like to give an interesting absinthe gift but not sure just what? Why not let them choose what they want? Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers overcome this problem and suit every special occasion. Simply choose the appropriately valued gift voucher and let the lucky recipient choose their own gift! Our absinthe online Gift Vouchers are delivered to the recipient via email within hours. No delivery delays makes the Absinthe Original Gift Voucher the ideal last minute gift! Learn more about Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers here.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>£25.00</td>
<td>Like to give an interesting absinthe gift but not sure just what? Why not let them choose what they want? Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers overcome this problem and suit every special occasion. Simply choose the appropriately valued gift voucher and let the lucky recipient choose their own gift! Our absinthe online Gift Vouchers are delivered to the recipient via email within hours. No delivery delays makes the Absinthe Original Gift Voucher the ideal last minute gift! Learn more about Absinthe Original Gift Vouchers here.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>